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IHTROOUCT10K 
The tUt detector his bim running at PEP lor about a year and a 

half and has accumulated about 24 inverse yicobarns cf data* at 
center-ef-aass e»«rgy 29 Gev. The detector trig. 1) iihich is 
described in sen* detsil in V w proceedings of the I9B2 SLAC 
(nstrvmntatien conference*. Ii designed to neasure the total energy 
and its angular distribution tit a hadfon and electromagnetic 
calorimeter of nearly 4a acceptance. The calorimeter surrounds « 
largcaeceptanee drift chaaber and eelenoH magnet for charged-
pertiele treefcing, and fa eurrotmded by drift chambers for niton 
tracking. 

Fig. 1. HAC detector layout, the component* labelled In the figure 
are: central drift chamber (CO), shautr chamber (SCI, trigger/ 
timing scintillators (TO, central and entfeep hadron calorimeters 
(HC> C O . and the inner and cater mion drift chambers M l . NO). 
Also indicated are the solenoid and tcroid coils. 

eotUNEM MMHt MlltS 
The production of moon pairs is described according to the 

standard eleotroueak theory by 
de is 1 r i 

• a — Ut+dHl+cos'BI + a*jccc9 + <WE0(e 3H . 
itnnvA 9a L J decs* 2s 

where 
1 g -« 

at.i s **•.*• Se./r* — --ee, 1/2 t-s/lii* 

(1) 

ftronflni of rats mmm is IWSIEB 
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Equation (1) includes the v'ontributions of the single photon 
annihilation diagram and of Its Interference Mfth annihilation 
through the neutral vmrnH intermediate vector boson. ZQ. The te/m 
AQEDCe,') refers to the radiative corrections to the QEO cross 
section* calculated to order a* in reference 2. 

The sample consists of those events having two charged prongs 
forming a vertex in the beam Intersection volume uhieh are col linear 
uithin 10*. and calorimeter pulse heights along the trajectories 
that are consistent uith either tuo nuons or uith one muon and one 
unresolved nuon-plus-photon. Cosmic -ays are rejected by requiring 
that each trajectory intersect a saiittil later uhieh produced a pulse 
Mith the correct arrival time, "id* sun of the tuo muons' momenta is 
required to be greater than 5 OeV to discriminate against ecus, 
evants. events are rejected if the curvature aeasuremant for one of 
the tracks gives the ureng sign9* since ue want to measure the 
charge asymmetry. The final sample contains 1239 events, for 
Jidt m 2Q inverse picobarns. 

.̂ 
The differential cross 

section for col linear p* 
production is shewn in Fig. 
The curve iceompanying the data 
points was obtained from a 
maximum likelihood fit of 
aquation CH to the data uith »i 
adjusted. The asymmetry, Hu)i, is 
related to *i by 

3 
*m » - "a 

4 
U> 

and no find 

"im -0.032 ± 0.028 
uhich is about one standard 
deviation from either zero or 
the standard wodel prediction of 
-0.063. The fit x* is 22 for !« 
degrees of freadon. This result 

implies that the product of axial-vector coupling constants is 
g4*g** * 0'i3 ±it.it . 

fig. 2. Differential cross 
section for p> pair production. 

HIGHER-ORDER QE9 AMD |i« SEARCH 1H »U,7(T> 
By requiring tuo coons that are non-col1inear by at least 10* and 

one or mar* observed photons of at least I OeV. ue select radiative 
auon pairs uhich way be used to teat the Mgher-order QED 
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calculations required, for exsmpte. in the (leak-electromagnetfc 
apynunttrv analysis described in the previous section. Table 1 gives 
a summary of the uur and purr event yields for samples meeting the 
above criteria and having satisfactory kinematic fits under the 

appropriate hypotheses. 
For comparison the " 
prediction of QED 
calculations including 
terns of order a* 
Cret. 2> and a 4 (ref, 4) 
•re given far the uu.y 
reaction. The agreement 
tilth tit* «* tern-
Included Is 9ood. For 
the u p » process ne Hat 
an estiaate obtained by 

Table 1. Sinairy of •vent yields essuotng pprr/par =• pp,r/|iu. 
and predictions for PILTC*J events. 

The distributions in single-particle energy and production angle 
•re given In Figs. 3 and 4. respectively? together Kith the 
pretffotiontt from the Kiefs* nonte Carlo*. 

Possible deviations fro* QED in these reactions would Include 
production of excited muon states, u". via the reactions 

tftt'/ wax 
/Ldt <pb-<> *4 12 
Events found 133 5 
EVente expected: 

QCOie'l 1M — 
QCD<«*] *I38 =4 

• * * ' • * u*p.*" 
<3> 

••*- •• a>»»ne 
14> 

n*T It 
In the pair-production process M)> the u>*s would presumably couple 
to the virtual Photon in the same manner as muon pairs, except for a 
possible forn factor. Reaction (31 could proceed via a tensor 
coupling 

Xec u vF ( l w • 
union for *" mass « leads to the cross section* 

de t*~n*>* i- -i 
— • »*«* lts+M*)-(s-nI)qasIv| (5) 
Ml «z I J 
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M s . 3. Energy distributions for 
fa) photons and lb) auons for an* 
•wants. 

Fig, 4. Polar angle dlstri-
bat ions for <•) photons and 
fb> auons for BttT events. 

rigor* Sfa) shows tbs distribution of the KUT events in th* par 
together with the PJCB calculation. The m s s rsoluUon Is 

Indicated in rig. SCb>, the distribution of rftmte Carls events of 
reaction (3) with MSSCIIT) = 15 6eV/cz> Th* task of eesee*. events 
in the data eeweared with the calculation can be traoslsiad into s 
linit on the production rate of u*s for each mass bin. •• shown tn 
Fig. 6, The bin width has been chteen to natch the resolution. 

Tor reaction (4> we would expect the correct pairing of muons 
with photons to yield two equal Masses. Hone of our 5 nurr events 
•tot this criterion within 2 atandtrd deviations, so ue have W 
candidates. The resulting Unit e& a function of u* mass is plotted 
also in rig. ft. 
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Fig. S. (a) (1-7 sass distribution 
for twr events. (M Itonte Carlo 
«»»» spectrum for n* fro* decay 
of a n* «f anas IS OeV. 

rig. 6. Upper limits en the 
cross section relative to the 
point cross section for R e 
duction of pp.* (solid histo
gram) and |rti* (dashed curve 1. 

TAU Ltrcrinc 
Taw tepton* of H.S Cev arc expected to travel about 0.7 a* on 

average before decaying. About 15-2<KE of the decay final states 
contain three charged prongs, uhose vertex can be localized uithin 
about 3-4 mm in our detector. The error on the mean for a sanple of 
H events 1», of courser smaller by a factor fy, allowing a 
measurement of interesting significance 1f H is of order a hundred 
or more and eyeteaetie effects can be contfoiled. 
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Mt selected events having 4 or 6 prongs in narrow jets of 1 or 3 
particles* and aero net charge. Each three prong decay candidate 
was IllbjfPt to the following track quality conditions: an average 
Of at least 7 flfts per track* ** for the vertex fit less than 15 for 
3 degrees of freedom, and net charge equal to t\. Events passing 
thai* criteria Utrt examined visually; about half were rejected as 
obvious background, mostly single photon or tuo photon multlhadrons. 
often containing extra unreconstructed tracks. 

Remaining backgrounds were: (1) flhabhs electron pairs uith an 
additional pair from conversion of a radiated photon that failed to 
be reconstructed as such; (2) « T T and ee(hadrcm) events uith 
undetected electrons; (3) beam-gas interactions; and (4) 4- and 
f--prong eiultlhadron events. 

To remove these backgrounds the following additional requirements 
Here imposedi (t) the total energy computed from the calorimeter 
pulse heights less than the pure-electromagnetic equivalent of 24 
OlVi to eliminate converting radiative electron pairs*. tl) charged-
treok sphericity less than 0.03. uhich Monte Carlo calculations 
iheuetf would retain almost all T pairs while removing a large 
friction Of bean-gas- eerT> and ee(hadron) events; (3) the net 

momentum of each triplet 
greater than 4 GeV/c to 
discriminate further against 
e e n events; and (4) the 
larger of the tuo jet 
invariant masses, determined 
from energy-flou in the 
calorimeters, less than 
4.5 GeV/c* (the invariant 
mass distribution of the 
visible T decay products is 
bounded by m r = 1.8 GeV, 
broadened by the hadron 
cascade in the calorimeter; 
from the corresponding 
distribution for detected 
multihadron events (see 
Fig- 7> «e found that 
about 90K uere excluded 
by this cut, independent 
of their charged 
multiplicityJ. 

30 
F 

1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 

1 1 riPl 
_ r 'KT 

20 r n • " 
• ri i . 

10 

n ij 
4 8 

ENERW FLOW MASS 
12 
(GeV) 

Fig. 7. Mass of the more massive 
jet for » candidates (solid histo
gram and amltthadron events (dashed 

•hlttagran). The multiharfron curve 
It normalised arbitrarily with 
respect to the r curve. 

Trem an Integrated luminosity of 17 pb"' we found 135 events. 
Table 7 shows the distribution of these events among the several 
decay nodes ef J.e second r. together with theoretical estimates*. 
He find generally >ood Agreement, except for an indication of feuer 
3-prong and mere 1-prang multihad run decays than predicted. 
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theorei :ieal theoret ital observed 
X b.r. yield yield 

e 0.18 33.5 S3 
P 0.175 22.9 96 
n Q.tll 14.5 10 
n + nw° 0.334 43.7 55 
3-prong 0.187 24.4 IS 

0.987 129.0 129 
Table 2. t decay nodes fro» • *&• •* T(-*3-oror»g)f (*X), The 
first column lists theoretical branching ratios froro r*f. 6. 
The second column entries are brandling ratio tinea 129> to 
be compared uith the observed breakdown of the 129 events 
for uhich assignments could be made. 

Fig. 8 shows the distribution in calculated error of the flip.hi 
path. For ine decay path distribution of Fig. 9 ue include ill 
•vents for uhich the error is less thin 8 «n. From Fig, 9 ut see 
that tht flight path does -"pear to be non-iero. The calculated 
mean from rig. 9(b) is <x> = 1.75 i 0.40 mm. Fron Monte Carle 
calculations ue find good agreement uith the data if tht flight pith 
is taken to be A = 1.20 an; for assumed >. = D» we find a bias 
<x>b = (J.55. The stability of this bias against changes in details 
of the Monte Carlo has been checked. From a study of fake T» 
selected in various ways fron nuttihadron events ut have estimated 
the systematic error of X to be 0.3 nm. The result is 

% = 1.20 ± 0.39 t 0.30 em 

Combining the statistical and systematic errors in X and 
converting to a lifeline value gives 

T T = (4.9 * 2.0) * ID'" sec . 

to be compared uith the TSU, unversality prediction of 
(2.8 * 0.2) x ID*'3 sec. 
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tig. 9. Oecay length distri-
Fig. t. Distribution of the decay button for T decays; (a) un-
path length error from vertex fits weighted) <b) weighted by the 
to three-prong T decays. reciprocal squared error. 

HADAONIC CftOSS SECTIOH <RJ 

The ratio A of the cross sections of ee-»hadrons to ee-u.ii is 
expected to deviate from the simple quark model prediction (3 2/3 at 
PEP energies) due to gluon radiative corrections, in a uay 
calculable with quantum chrcmodynaiftic* m c o . The first order 
correction term is expeoted to be approximately 5*. A measurement 
of * with sufficient accuracy would be another importa.it test of 
«C0. The nearly complete solid angle acceptance and ealorimetric 
Masurement of the total hadron energy ma1:e the MAE detector uel) 
suited to • precision measurement of ft. 

The primary difficulty involved in this measurement is to 
separate the one-photon annihilation signal from > large background 
dominated by two-photon annihilation. This is illustrated in 
fig. tO, which shous the total energy distribution for a sample of 
•vents Hith at least five reconstructed track* originating from a 
coirmon vertex, consistent uith coming from the interaction point. 
The low energy tuo-photen background is separated ouV by taking 
advantage of the fact that these processes tend to have a relatively 

http://ee-u.ii
http://importa.it
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large net momentum atong the bean direction and • snail total 
momentum t r » w s r * « to tft* bea». \t*>9 ae define an energy imbalance 
vector 

* = E Einjy I E ( , 

and transverse energy 
C6> 

(7» 
uhere the sums are over individual calorimeter hits Hith energy Z\. 
polar angle Bi. and unit vector direetion fi|. Appropriate outs In 
these quantities result in the signal (dashed line) and background 
(dotted tine) separation of the events in Fig. 10, Except for 
events with jet axis very near the beam axis, essentially all 
slngle-photon-annihiTation events survive the selection process* as 
one can infer Iron Fig. n . uhich shous the thrust-axis angular 
distribution. 

The results for a sub-sample of the data representing an 
integrated luminosity of S. 5 pb -", give the value 

R = 4.1 * O.0S i 0.3 . 

The total systematic error contains nearly equal contributions fro* 
event selection, luminosity measurement, and acceptance and 
radiative correction calculations. A value of 3.9 is expected from 
QCD uith loutst order radiative corrections and a,=0.17. This 
result is still very preliminary and ue expect the Systematic errors 
to decrease substantially in the near future. 

& 10 IS 20 25 30 J5 40 15 50 
TOTAL CALORIMETER ENERGY IGeVi -1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 

Fig. ID. Total energy for all i5-
prong events. The dashed histogram Fig. 11. ;.ngu)ar distribution 
represents events passing the of the thrust axis for raultl-
selection criteria for nultihadron nadren events* determined from 
events; events in the dotted histo- calorimeter energy. 
gram are the remainder. 
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ENERGY C0RACLA1I0HS 

Considering hadron production in more detail, a useful approach 
fa to study the angufar distribution of the final-state energy, or 
the ^antenna pattern". The energv-ueighted cross section can be 
computed in (CD and is free of divergences. The jettiness is 
measured by the energy correlation^ 

1 d£ I N EiEj = 11 , (« 
o dcosx H-acosx n=1 i»j u„ z 

where u is the total cross section, x is the angle between energy 
parcels i and i of energy Ei and Ej> H is the number of events and 
U n the visible energy of event n (Wn* - s for an ideal detector). 
The second sum is over all pairs having angular separation in the 
range Acosx about x. 

Jn zeroth order (parton model), where events consist of tuo 
collinear jets, the correlation cross section reduces to delta 
functions at cos* - 1 (self-correlation) and -1 (opposite-parton 
Correlation). Single gluon emmision spreads the two peeks. Since 
the gluon usually makes a snail angle with the quark that radiated 
it, we get a contribution near x - 0 from the correlation between 
this quark and the gluon. At comparable nearness to 180" we get 
contributions from the correlation of the second lanti-iquark and 
both the first quark and the gluon. so the cross section is larger 
in the backward than the foruard hemishphere. (The self-
correlations still feed the 8-funclion, so the calculation is not 
taken too close to cosx = i I.) 

Fragmentation of the par tons leads to contributions of comparable 
magnitude to single-gluon radiation. The authors of ref. 7 give an 
estimate of the dominant part of the fragmentation by considering 
two jet events, i.e., creation of tuo col linear partons followed by 
their fragmentation: 

\ dl 

a dcDsx 

CClip 
(9) 

frag sin'x 

RegardWss of the specific form of equation (9), the fragmentation 
to this order is symmetric in cosx, which suggests that the 
asymmetry, 

1 r dl dl -i 
A(COSX) = - (fl-x) (sol , tlO) 

o *• dcosX dcosx -I 

1» • particularly clean measure of the QCD effects. 
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The preliminary result of this experiment for the correlation 
cross section is shoun in Fig. 12. The data have been corrected for 
resolution and acceptance effects determined uith a Montr Carlo 
calculation. The sample was restricted to events having thrust axis 
at least 30° auay from the beam axis to avoid the detector's blind 
spats niir the pales. The solid curve In Fig. 12 is the sum of 
first-order qluon radiation, quark fragmentation and initial'State 
photon radiation contributions and is the result of fitting over the 

range ~.& i cosx i .6, to the 
1.000 
0.500 

Fig. 12. Energy-correlation cross 
section. Dashed curve: QCD pre
diction from ReF. 7; dotted curve: 
fragmentation contribution; dot-
dashed curve: radiative correc
tion; solid curve: sum of all 
contributions. 

10 

10" 

iO" -3 

o.z 0.4 
CDS* 

0.6 as 
Fig, 13. Asymmetry of the energy-
correlation cross section. The 
curve is the result of a fit of 
the QCO prediction to the data 
(o, = 0.22). 

data adjusting a, and the 
fragmentation coefficient. 
Cthi). One can see from 
Fig. 12 that ue get a poor 
fit. We may take the point of 
vieu that the discrepancy is 
to be blamed on the 
fragmentation model and try 
fit to the asymmetry, as shoun 
in Fig. 13. In this case ue 
get • good fit uith 
a. = 0.2? * 0.01 (statistical 
error only). Systematic 
detector biases are still 
being studied. 

More careful consideration 
shous that the fragmentation 
contribution Hill not be 
exactly symmetric, since 
fragmentation smearing of a 
three-jet ev»nt adds to the 
near-foruard region from the 
correlations within each jet, 
but very little to the 
corresponding backward region. 
Instead, the interjet 
correlations merely smear the 
region already contributed by 
gluon emission. This effect 
nay be considered to be higher 
order than a, since it 
involves both gluon emission 
and fragmentation. In any 
case, the conclusive 
confrontation betueen 
experiment end QCO auaits a 
better understanding of 
fragmentation and probably 
higher-order QCD calculations 
as uell. 
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e*e* -» u • HAOBOHS 

rtultfhadren events which include identified teptons can be Used 
for a variety of interesting physics objectives. Nhieh include: 
(1) measurement of the lifetime of the lightest meson containing b 
quarks ?8), thereby obtaining information on the weak mixing angles; 
(2) measurement of > forward-baekuard1 asymmetry of large transverse 
momentum nitons, which, for a pure b quark signal, could be expected 
to be a factor of three larger than the tepton pair asymmetry since 
the size of the asymmetry varies inversely as the par ton charge; 
(3) measurement c! the branching ratio for B -» u + X; 
M l measurement of the fragmentation functions of heavy quarks: 
(5) search for production of neu heavy quarks. Though the majority 
of this physics requires much larger data samples than are currently 
available, ue give here a preliminary report on the status of our 
inclusive muon analysis and show mr sensitivity to item (5) above. 

Several features of the MAC detector are vtry favorable for 
obtaining i sanple of multiViadrons containing muons with lou 
backgrounds from dicay or punch-through of charged n or K mesons. 
The detector is compact, therefore minimizing the probability that a 
w or K decays before it interacts in the calorimeter. I« --"dition, 
the matching of information in the central drift chamber, inner muon 
chambers, and outer muon chambers results in a poor x 1 for most 
tracks resulting from K decays. Finally, punch-thrcugh background 
can be reduced to a very log level by examining the lateral spread 
and energy deposition of the track going through the hadron 
calorimeter. 

A sample of muttihadron events including an apparent muon kiss 
selected by requiring a visible track in the outer nuon drift 
chambers (only those chambers covering 62JS of the solid angle could 
be used for this analysis) correlating uith a track in the hadron 
calorimeter uhich is p-like in energy deposition and number of 
struck channels, tluon track information from the central and inner 
muan drift chambers is not yet used for this analysis. The momentum 
of each muon Is determined by linking the outer muon chamber track 
uith the interaction position measured by the central drift chamber, 
and the transverse momentum found relative to the thrust axis for 
the event. The p± distribution of 219 events from J/3 of the total 
data sample is shown in Fig. 14 along uith Monte Carlo 
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fig. 14. Momentum perpendicular 
to the thrust axis for rcuons in 
multihadron events. Solid curve: 
calculated contribution from », 
K, e, and b decay. Dashed curve: 
contribution of a 10-GeV t-quark 
Hith tOS! mucin ic branching ratio. 

calculated predictions 
including all known particles 
(solid curve1 and adding a 
hypothetical sixth quark 
(dashed curve) of mass 10 CeV 
and charge 2/3 uith a 10% 
branching ratio to muona. He 
can therefore exclude at the 
955! confidence level the 
existence of such a neu quark 
with a mass m«, < t3.5 CaV. 
Approximately 402 of the 50 
events with PA>1 OeVVc are 
expected to result from the 
atniteptonic decay of B 
mesons, while the remainder 
are roughly equally split 
between the semileptonie 
decays of charmed particles 
and background from v or K 
mesons. 
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